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15 Mt yr-1 
After Carter et al., 2010 
A Source-to-Sink Study: the Waipaoa River 
• NSF MARGINS program 
– How are flood deposits formed and reworked on the 
Waipaoa continental shelf over thirteen months? 
Temporary deposition 
following floods.  
How is sediment 
transported to shelf 
depocenters? 
Long-term accumulation in 
two shelf depocenters 
After Miller and Kuehl (2010) 
Sediment exported 
from Poverty Bay 
during wave event.   
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After Bever et al. (2011) 
Poverty Bay 
Continental shelf processes include gravitational forcing, in 
addition to plume delivery and wave/current resuspension 
Geyer and Traykovski 
Orbital Wave Motions 
Waipaoa Shelf Initiative:  
Jan. 2010 – Feb. 2011 
• Seabed and hydrodynamic measurements; 
Numerical modeling effort 
• Two 8-year floods, wave events 
Discharge and sediment rating curve: Greg Hall and D. Peacock (Gisborne District Council); Waves: New Zealand Wave model 
(NZWAVE: Tolman et al., 2001); Winds: New Zealand Limited Area Model (NZLAM: Davies et al., 2005) 
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Approach: Two Models 
ROMS-CSTMS Gravity-Flow Model 
Model Depths (m) 
From Warner et al., 2008 
Model Initialization 
Scully et al., 2003; Ma et al., 2010 CSTMS: Warner et al., 2008 
ROMS: Haidvogel et al., 2000; 2008;  
             Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2009;  
PROS: Includes water column 
processes, including  river 
plume behavior, wave 
resuspension 
 
CONS: Insufficient vertical 
resolution for wave-current 
boundary layer 
 
PROS: Accounts for near-bed turbid 
layer; computationally efficient 
 
CONS: Cannot account for water 
column processes 
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ROMS-CSTMS Model 
ROMS: Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 
2009; Haidvogel et al., 2000, 2008;  
CSTMS: Warner et al., 2008 
N 
1 box = 25 
grid cells 
Regional Ocean Modeling System 
(ROMS) - Community Sediment 
Transport Modeling System (CSTMS)  
 
–Community-developed, primitive 
equation, finite volume numerical 
model with model nesting 
capabilities 
 
–Accounted for waves, wind, tides, 
river input, larger scale currents 
 
–Accounted for multiple sediment 
classes and seabed layers, erosion, 
and deposition. 
 
–Vertical resolution cannot resolve 
the wave-current boundary layer for 
larger applications 

Wave Event  
(29 Oct. – 6 Nov. 2010) 
Flood  
(10 – 20 Oct. 2010) 
Erosion and 
Deposition (m) 
Erosion and 
Deposition (m) 
Floods: Deposition near river mouth 
Wave events: Sediment transported offshore 
Model captures: 
• Increased deposition on shelf 
relative to Poverty Bay 
• Along-shelf Dispersal  
Recent Deposition, Sept. 2010: 
7Be Inventories 
Kiker, 2012 
Estimated Deposition (mm): 
 July 16 – Sept. 7, 2010 
Model misses: 
• Estimated deposition 
landward of long-term 
depocenters 
Low 7Be 
High 7Be 
Recent Deposition, Sept. 2010: 
7Be Inventories 
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 July 16 – Sept. 7, 2010 
Low 7Be 
High 7Be 
Can gravity flows transport sediment 
to deeper water? 
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ROMS-CSTMS Gravity-Flow Model 
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PROS: Includes water column 
processes, including  river 
plume behavior, wave 
resuspension 
 
CONS: Insufficient vertical 
resolution for wave-current 
boundary layer 
 
PROS: Accounts for near-bed turbid 
layer; computationally efficient 
 
CONS: Cannot account for water 
column processes 
–Chezy equation balances gravity and friction 
–Critical Richardson number of 0.25 limits 
sediment resuspension 
–Spatially-varying waves and currents 
•Inputs from ROMS model 
2D Wave- and Current Gravity Flow Model 
Ma et al., 2010; Scully et al., 2003 
Same as 
ROMS grid 
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Wave- and current- induced gravity flows  
transport material downslope 
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transport material downslope 
Deposition over 13 
Months (m) 
• Lower wave energy and 
flatter seabed  Deposition 
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Recent Deposition 
Estimated Deposition (mm): Jan 2010 – Feb 2011  
Observed Radioisotope Signatures: 
Kiker, 2012 
Miller and Kuehl, 2010 
Long-term Accumulation 
7Be Inventories, 
9/2010 
210Pb 
Accumulation 
Rates 
Gravity Flow Model ROMS Standard Model 
• Water column 
processes  
distribute sediment 
along-shore 
 
• Waves resuspend 
sediment from 
Poverty Gap 
 
• Gravity-flows 
contribute to 
accumulation near 
long-term 
depocenters, shelf 
break 
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Rates 
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